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Breaking the unchangeable pattern of old habits in organization 

studies: Introducing the view of Ravaisson’s notion of habit as a 

dynamic inclination  

  

Abstract  
This paper will present and discuss two perspectives on habits in organization studies. The first, which 

we label the conservative view, sees habit as automatic behaviours: rigidified and lifeless. The second 

perspective, which is far less discussed in organization studies, views habit as a dynamic inclination 

and emphasizes its relationship to agency and change. Aiming at debunking the conservative view of 

habit and unfolding the potential of a more dynamic conceptualization, we explore how Ravaisson’s 

notion of habit as a dynamic inclination rather than merely conservative automatism may explain how 

the daily habits of organizational life impact agency and possibilities of change. Secondly, we discuss 

four ways that habit as inclination can be mobilized to further a dynamic notion of habit in 

organization studies. 
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Introduction  
In De Profundis, a long letter written by Oscar Wilde wrote while incarcerated for homosexuality, he 

describes how his new prison habits lead to a:  

 

paralysing immobility of life, every circumstance of which is regulated after an 

unchangeable pattern, so that we eat and drink and walk and lie down and pray, or kneel 

at least for prayer, according to the inflexible laws of an iron formula – this immobile 

quality that makes each dreadful day in the very minutest detail like its brother. (Wilde, 

2002, 45) 

 

The routines of prison life forced Wilde to undergo a process of habituation. Habits may be defined 

as seemingly mindless, mechanical repetitions intended for the conservation of a social order and 

produced and regulated by the ‘inflexible laws of an iron formula’ generally found in jails, factories 

and military drills designed to mould and control the identity processes of their subjects. As literary 

theorist Sean O’Toole (2013, 2) pointed out, Wilde’s description of the daily conduct of the prison 

routines builds on a notion of habit as ‘stigmatizing and essentially fixed’. However, as O’Toole goes 

on to suggest, De Profundis also tells another story about Wilde’s habit formation in prison life. Wilde 

conceives of habit as an invariable repetition that produces mindlessly conforming subjects, but there 

are also parts of the letter in which Wilde describes habits as enablers of personal change. For 

instance, he writes:  

 

It is the last thing left in me, and the best: the ultimate discovery at which I have arrived: 

the starting-point for a fresh development. It has come to me right out of myself, so I 
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know that it has come at the proper time. It could not have come before, nor later. Had 

anyone told me of it, I would have rejected it. Had it been brought to me, I would have 

refused it. As I found it, I want to keep it. I must do so. It is the one thing that has in it 

the elements of life, of a new life, a Vita Nuova for me. (Wilde 2002, 57) 

 

In this excerpt, habit is not just an involuntary, mechanical repetition activated by the external 

impulses of organizational prison procedures, but something that develops an inner inclination 

towards embracing a new life.  

 

Wilde therefore presents two conceptions of habit. The first – and most common – conception is what 

we in this paper will classify as the conservative conception, which sees habit as an individual’s 

automatic behaviours – rigidified and lifeless – what Wilde in the first quote introduced called an 

‘unchangeable pattern’ with an ‘immobile quality’ seemingly opposed to the realm of thought, will, 

intention, variation and development. We label this the conservative view, as habits are, in this 

perspective, deemed the opposite of change, which means they repeat and thus reinforce existing 

social realities. As Cohen (2007) pointed out, this view of habit is represented within organization 

studies by proponents of behaviourism and in the work of Carnegie scholars such as Simon and 

March. Even today, it prevails in much of the literature as an almost common sense notion that is 

rarely conceptualized, but nonetheless consistently adhered to both explicitly and implicitly. For 

instance, in a study of organizational routines, Knudsen (2008) suggests that habits should be 

understood as a set of individual behaviours that are automatically triggered by environmental cues, 

i.e. responses individuals make to a stimulus or a set of stimuli, without conscious reflection. And 

even Feldman and Pentland’s seminal account of routines as something dynamic maintains that habits 

‘require no thought: they are automatic’ (2003, 95). Likewise, discussions on organizational change 
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management often associate habit with something that resists change (Heifetz and Linsky 2002; 

Mirvis 1996), For a critical account of this position see Pedersen and Dunne (2020b). Finally, Garvin, 

and Roberto suggest that the ‘toughest challenge’ for any organizational change management project 

is ‘the habitual patterns of negative behaviour by individuals and groups that are triggered 

automatically and unconsciously by familiar circumstances or stimuli’ (2005, 21). 

 

However, and as the second quote listed above from Wilde’s letter suggests, habit can also be a 

dynamic inclination; it can point towards new ways of being – even in the midst of the routines of 

prison life. Wilde’s habits as an inmate, once acquired, not only stifled his existence and his identity, 

but their repetition and frequency also created an inclination for acting and sensing the world anew – 

a spark of life and freshness in the unchanging pattern of prison or, dare we say, organizational 

life. This is a view on habit far less discussed in organization studies. Nonetheless scholars inspired 

by the work of American pragmatist John Dewey, in particular, have emphasized the dynamic 

qualities of habits in organization studies (e.g. Cohen 2007; Elkjaer and Simpson 2011; Lorino 2018; 

Pedersen and Dunne 2020a, 2020b; Winter 2013;), encouraging and producing ‘conceptualizations 

of habit that see it as more flexible and generative’ (Turner and Cacciatori 2016, 72). Whereas the 

behaviourist school and Carnegie School’s accounts of habit emphasize its automatic nature, 

mechanistic qualities and autonomy from conscious thought processes and reflection, this dynamic 

alternative characterizes habituation as an emergent pre-reflective process that is ‘compatible with 

intentional and intelligent behavior’ (ibid.). Instead of dismissing or relegating the role and 

importance of habit, the Deweyan approach encourages a wider conceptualization of what habits are 

and what they do (Cohen 2007). As Turner and Cacciatori (2016, 74) point out, Dewey’s approach 

‘emphasizes that habits can be mindless and automatic in the extreme, but they can also exhibit 

dynamic and mindful qualities’. The defining quality of habit, in the Deweyan sense, is that it is 
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‘dispositional, rather than behavioral in orientation’ (Simpson and Lorino 2016, 56). Habituated 

dispositions provide individuals with a sense of coherence, something to fall back upon and help filter 

change (Farjoun et al. 2015; Pedersen and Dunne 2020b). 

 

While Dewey provides an important resource for understanding the nuanced relationship of habit to 

agency and change and, hence, a strong corrective to the dominant view of habit within organization 

studies, this paper will follow Styhre (2017) and Pedersen and Dunne (2020a) in suggesting that the 

far less known voice of French philosopher Felix Ravaisson provides an equally important, and far 

less developed, resource for debunking the conservative view of habit and unfolding the potential of 

a more dynamic conceptualization. Thus, we explore how Ravaisson’s notion of habit as a dynamic 

inclination rather than merely conservative automatism may explain how the daily habits of 

organizational life impact agency and possibilities of change. 

 

In so doing, we follow Deweyan organization scholars in arguing that habits are not just automatic 

and mindless psychological behaviours, and suggest that this view may be fruitfully developed 

through Ravaisson’s understanding of habits as embodied and intelligent inclinations that stitch the 

ontological seams of our relationship to ourselves, others, and the world. As Styhre (2017) argues, 

Ravaisson’s dynamic view of habit as inclination helps us understand how agency among 

organizational members is habituated in ways that move beyond the mechanical causation prevalent 

in the conservative view. Adding to this, we suggest that this grounding of agency in and through 

habit as inclination has a processual, embodied, and contingent nature that cannot be grasped in the 

Cartesian dualism between mind and body. Contrary to the conservative view, habit is both conscious 

and embodied. As such, it constitutes as well as blocks what Wilde called ‘the starting-point for a 

fresh development’.  
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The paper is structured as follows. We start by introducing the conservative view of habit in more 

detail, suggesting that this view has dominated organization studies from its early behaviourist 

position, as well as in the Carnegie School, and continues to inform the current common sense 

understanding of habit. We then argue that this understanding is limited in a number of ways and 

propose that organization scholars interested in habit should look to Ravaisson for theoretical support. 

Next, we discuss the implications of a Ravaissonian notion of habit as an inclination for understanding 

how habit relates to the agency of organizational members. More precisely, we suggest four ways 

that habit as inclination can be mobilized to further a dynamic notion of habit in organization studies. 

 

The conservative concept of habit  
Habit is commonly perceived as the mindless and automatic repetition of actions and thoughts. This 

conception has its roots in European thinkers such as Descartes and Kant, who considered habit a 

‘pure mechanism, routine process, devitalization of sense’ (Malabou 2008, vii). In this conception, 

habit is seen as a conservative force that blocks change, freedom, and thought. The conservative view 

therefore conceives of habit as devoid of reflection, judgement, and moral actions, making it the 

embodied opposite of the modern conception of the free will of the rational subject. For Descartes 

(cited in Ricoeur 1966, 315), habit is a ‘passion of the soul’, meaning that it belongs to the constraints 

of the body and not the freedom of the mind. Similarly, Kant considers habit to be automatic routines 

that strip actions of their moral value and throw the subject into a dogmatic slumber that sharply 

contrasts the rational will (Carlisle 2014; Malabou 2008; Ricoeur 1966). For both Descartes and Kant, 

the aim of enlightenment is to emancipate the subject and society from customs, bodily impulses, and 

the empty gestures of habit and substitute these with universal reason (Carlisle and Sinclair 2008). 

This exclusion of habit from the realm of enlightenment has been carried forward into ‘modern 
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philosophies of will’ (Carlisle and Sinclair 2008, 6), which would reject the rationalism of Descartes 

and Kant but maintain that freedom implies consciousness. Kierkegaard, for instance, argues that a 

person acting out of habit fails to be free because habituation lets the present be determined by the 

past (Carlisle 2014). Carrying this idea into the twentieth century, the existentialist Sartre (1969) 

insists that habit constitutes an escape from the freedom of deciding our own existence. Despite their 

many differences, all these thinkers understand habit as inert; when left to its own devices, habituation 

is repetition and conservation without spirit or vitality. Thus, they all view habit as a ‘disease of 

repetition that threatens the freshness of thought’ (Malabou 2008, vii) by – to paraphrase Ricoeur 

(1966) – letting custom become the costume that hides our authentic being. 

 

The common denominator here is the automatic repetition of the same. While an action might have 

started as conscious and intentional, its repetition over time assumes a self-propelling property that 

makes it mindless and automatic to the degree that it disturbs and even hinders reflection and change. 

In sum, in this conservative view, habit is perceived as a pattern of automatic repetition primarily 

aimed at producing a constancy emptied of vitality and thought – just like Wilde’s description of the 

forced automation of prison life. 

 

In what follows we will analyse how organization studies has engaged with this tradition of habit. 

Here, we argue that the conservative view on habit has been – and continues to be – prevalent, and in 

pointing out the limitations of this view, we suggest that organizational scholars should embrace and 

develop an alternative view of habit as an inclination. Such a view, we conclude, will enable us to 

understand the richness and complexity of how habit conditions agency in organizational behaviour. 
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The conservative view on habit in organization studies   

The conservative view of habit was introduced to organization studies by way of behaviourism. In 

constructing a scientific theory of behaviour, habituation is depicted as a passive process within which 

recurring stimuli produce demonstrable and measurable outcomes at the level of the individual subject 

(See Lorino 2018). The behaviourist view of habit formation is ‘defined in terms of mechanism of 

trial-and-error elaboration of response and conditioned stimulus’ (Wozniak 1995, xxix). In the heyday 

of behaviourism, the preferred way of studying such habituation was through experiments with rats 

in T-mazes. These experiments aimed at the ‘prediction and control of behavior’ (Watson 1913, 158), 

similar to the conditioned response of Pavlov or the operant conditioning of Skinner. For 

behaviourists, then, habit is a kind of repeated, pre-set human behaviour without any goal-oriented 

intention. This implies that human behaviour can – like a rat running a maze – be conditioned through 

chains of stimulus and response without recourse to any kind of deliberative, teleological valuation 

or orientation (Mills 1998). Habits, accordingly, are reduced to mere Pavlovian reflexes that can be 

changed through reinforcements such as rewards and punishments.  

 

Building on the perception that habit is a mindless, automatic chain of stimulus and response, 

organization scholars have emphasized the importance of breaking with habit by replacing automated 

behaviour with reasoned decisions. In many ways, the publication of Simon’s classic Administrative 

Behavior: A Study of Decision-Making Processes in Administrative Organizations (1947) 

consolidated this negative view of and desire to break with habit (Cohen 2007; Lorino 2018). While 

Simon (1947) recognizes the importance of habit for governing organizational behaviour, he deems 

that it is only relevant as a means to more rational ends. He maintains that rational decision-making 

– not the limiting world of habits – should guide our actions. Like the behaviourists, Simon considers 
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habits to emerge from a stabilizing and routinized association between stimuli and behavioural 

responses (Brette et al. 2017), which is in opposition to rational decision making.  

 

However, Simon does acknowledge that habit in some ways serves an important role in describing 

and guiding organizational behaviour. First of all, he suggests that habit helps rational choices insofar 

as habitual, routine behaviour allows cognitive resources to be devoted to what he and March (1993) 

called ‘problem-solving responses’. That is, habit ‘permits the conservation of mental effort by 

withdrawing from the area of conscious thought those aspects of the situation that are repetitive’ 

(Simon 1947, 88). This, Simon (1947, 89) continues, emphasizes that habit ‘permits attention to be 

devoted to the novel aspects of a situation requiring decision’.   

 

In direct relation to this, Simon seems to consider habit to be productive for organizational behaviour 

as long as the effects it produces are satisfying. That is, as long as the benefits of habit as routine 

responses outweigh the costs, then a habit should be kept and not changed (March and Simon 1993). 

In fact, Simon (1947, 109) acknowledges that ‘patterns of human choice are often more nearly a 

stimulus-response pattern than a choice between alternatives’. However, if and when habit is applied 

to complex problems, then Simon considers it to be a hindrance for rational decisions.  

 

For Simon, then, habitual activity occurs and is justified ‘to the degree that choice has been simplified 

by the development of a fixed response defined stimuli’ (March and Simon 1993, 163). If habituation 

becomes anything but a means to fixed ends, however, it becomes problematic, and Simon (1947, 89) 

advocates the primacy of a limited but rational decision making that can separate habits from the 

decisions ‘that created them’. Following Simon’s lead, the Carnegie School acknowledges the 

importance of habit but considers ‘decisions and their underlying cognitive processes’ to be at the 
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heart of organization. Thus, Simon and the Carnegie School adopt the behaviourist definition of habit, 

and by foregrounding ‘decisions and anticipated consequences’ habit is ‘sealed away in a presumption 

of mindless automaticity’ (Cohen 2007, 776). 

 

Although behaviourism and the Carnegie School are no longer the only or even main foundation of 

organization studies, their view of habit as a psychological phenomenon to be manipulated by 

reinforcing certain responses or stimuli remains pervasive in contemporary organizational accounts. 

Knudsen (2008), for example, pointedly suggests that habits are best understood as a set of individual 

behaviours triggered by environmental cues. Similarly, Feldman and Pentland insist that habits 

‘require no thought: they are automatic’ (2003, 95; see also Feldman et al. 2016). And, as Turner and 

Cacciatori (2016, 72) suggest, the tendency ‘to adopt a similar view of habit as the automatic response 

dispositions of individuals’ is especially dominant within discussions on organizational routines.  

 

Within the organizational subfield of change management studies, the prevalence of the conservative 

conception of habit is also noticeable (Pedersen and Dunne 2020b). As Pedersen and Dunne (2020b) 

point out we see this in, for instance, the work of Mirvis (1996), who equates habits with automaticity 

and the blocking of creative action, and of Heifetz and Linsky (2002), who consider habits to be a 

form of unconscious resistance to change. The conservative conception of habit is also visible in 

Garvin and Roberto (2005, 67), who argue that automatically triggered habits are the ‘toughest 

challenge’ for change management initiatives and, finally, in Kotter (2014), who argues that the high 

level of complacency associated with automatic habits is the first error when striving to initiate 

organizational transformations. These specific views are, as Tsoukas (2005, 96) points out, rooted in 

the more general – and clearly behaviouristic – assumption that change demands breaking with old 
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habit by intervening in stimuli and response chains by means of ‘managerial requests, orders and 

commands (rewards and punishments)’. 

 

In summary, the conservative view of habit acknowledges its virtues in so far as they, as the Carnegie 

School suggests, free us from having to assess, plan, and evaluate each mundane action we take, for 

example conducting our morning routines or organizing our inboxes. However, this view also insists 

that while habit might shield us from the complexity involved in the daily decisions we must make, 

our habits can also hamper our sensibility to organizational change and environmental opportunity 

by triggering routine responses in situations that called for active, conscious problem-solving. Thus, 

the conservative view of habit sees its potential to create predictability and a form of efficient 

productivity in our lives. However, habit exacts its toll by blocking fresh ideas, often counteracting 

our best intentions by closing off new directions in life. 

   

Limitations to the conservative view 

Despite its clear advantages in structuring and ordering experiences and tasks, there are several 

limitations to seeing habits as completely detached from conscious reasoning and rooted in a kind of 

mechanical causation where stimulus produces certain responses.  

 

Our main concern with the conservative view is the assumption that rational decision making by 

organizational members precedes habit formation (Farjoun et al. 2015). At its most basic, this 

assumption invokes a Cartesian split between actions and thoughts and body and mind (see also 

Lorino 2018). Tsoukas (2005, 97) points out the problems of this view by highlighting its 

consequences in terms of the behaviourist view of change: 
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Cartesian dualism running through the behaviourist way of looking at the management 

of organizational change: the organization is the body (res extensa) to which the 

(managerial) mind (res cogitans) applies its higher mental capacity. And just like the 

mind is more precious than the body (cogito, ergo sum), so managerial intentions and 

plans are superior to the functioning of the organization. 

 

If habit is a chain of stimuli and response, as the conservative view suggests, then causation is 

considered automatic. This, however, does not explain the degree to which habits also serve as 

resources that mediate the social meaning of a stimulus. Habit ‘allow[s] us to anticipate our own and 

other persons’ conduct in a given situation’ (Elkjaer and Simpson 2011, 68). That is, how specific 

bundles of individual habits come to anticipate how an individual responds to cues in the environment 

(Pedersen and Dunne 2020b). As such, we are sceptical of the view that habits are not only responses 

triggered by a stimulus. Habit as mechanical causation is – as we will argue in more detail below – a 

restricted conception that does not take into account the complex and procedural manner in which 

habit grounds the agency of organizational members.  

 

While the Carnegie School focuses more on cognitive aspects than behavioural ones, there is also a 

strong Cartesian dualism at play in this perspective as it implies that habit is not the proper basis for 

action. As the embodied residue of reasoning, habits are at best simplifications of former and more 

reflexive decisions. Also, there seems to be an implicit separation of habit from action, with the latter 

being a direct effect of logical and instrumental weighing of various choices. Within this perspective, 

habits are assigned a positive role within organizational life, namely the reduction of cognitive 

complexity in everyday decisions. Yet, there is still a tendency to view habits as barriers to reflective 

and rational decisions and as an inhibitor to changing behaviour. This omits the more complex 
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relationship between habit and cognition because habits are only acceptable as a means to 

preestablished ends and are denied the capacity to form rational ends of their own. For the Carnegie 

School, then, habits are a thoughtless, blind repetition of the same stimulus and response chains that 

can only be changed by intervening in the cognitive processes that mediate between stimulus and 

response chains. Thus, the Carnegie School remains stuck in the Cartesian body and mind dualism 

that privileges mental processes over embodied actions (Turner and Cacciatori 2016). 

  

Against this background of habit as conservative, mindless, and automatic, we will spend the rest of 

the paper exploring how habit can be reimagined as a more dynamic and embodied inclination that 

grounds agency. To this end, we will introduce the work of Ravaisson. 

 

Habit as dynamic and embodied inclination  
In his piece on Ravaisson and organizational routines, Styhre (2017, 14) suggests that Ravaisson’s 

work on habit provides adequate grounding for an understanding of ‘routine action as being co-

constituted with agency’. This, Styhre argues, is important for understanding how the agency of actors 

is conditioned through an organizational routine. Often, Styhre (2017, 14) posits that we are stuck in 

an assumption that organizational members either benefit from ‘pre-scripted action’ in routines or 

‘consciously respond to instructions’. Either way, ‘agency precedes the actions that constitute 

routines’ (Styhre 2017, 14). Ravaisson’s conception of habit as ‘an embodied intelligence that 

supports the individual’s orientation’ (Styhre 2017, 18) can, according to Styhre, help us break with 

the assumption that individual agency precedes action.  

 

However, Ravaisson’s conception of habit can aid in theorizing more than just the relationship 

between organizational routines and agency. It is also, and more generally, relevant for theorizing 
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how habit grounds agency in organizational life. Importantly, if a habit is the embodiment of 

intelligence that grounds agency, this does not imply intelligence in the sense of deliberate or rational 

cognition, but in the sense of an inclination towards certain actions and thoughts. As Styhre (2017) 

and Pedersen and Dunne (2020a) suggest, it is this very idea of habit as inclination that is essential 

for understanding how a habit is an embodiment of intelligence that can ground agency in the first 

place. In an effort to closely explain this dynamic side of habit, we tease out what Ravaisson’s 1838 

book, De l´habitude, called habit as inclination. For Ravaisson, habit is an inclination in the sense 

that it is an embodied ‘purposiveness without purpose’ Sinclair (2019, 21). This means, as Sinclair 

suggests, that habit is neither reducible to one’s good reasons (as the Carnegie School would have it) 

nor to mechanical causation (as the behaviourists argue) (2019, 4). But, what then, is habit as 

inclination?  

  

The double law of habit 

To understand habit as inclination, we must first look at what Ravaisson calls the double law of habit 

(as Styhre 2017 also stresses). Describing this double law of habit, Ravaisson (2008, 49) argues that 

‘the continuity or repetition of passion weakens it; the continuity or repetition of action exalts or 

strengthens it’, thus suggesting that habit works by decreasing the receptivity of the habit bearer to 

change through repetition, on the one hand, and by increasing active movement to initiate change or 

spontaneity through repetition, on the other. For instance, in active habituation, e.g. learning to ride 

a bike, we might learn to master a certain movement that will become increasingly easy as we progress 

until we reach the point at which we no longer notice the specific movements, but simply ride the 

bike. In passive habituation, impressions will likewise weaken through their reoccurrence. Ravaisson 

(2008, 53) proposes, for example, that swinging, rocking, or a monotonous tone can become a 

sensation to which a child grows accustomed when falling asleep. In both active and passive 
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habituation, what Ravaisson (2008, 53) calls ‘the development of an unreflected spontaneity’ is 

essential, for it helps us anticipate future changes by combining a resistance in the sense of selecting 

or filtering environmental changes with a receptivity or openness to such changes (Carlisle 2010).   

 

In passive habituation or sensibility, this anticipation manifests itself as resistance to impressions 

coming from without and as receptivity in the form of an inclination towards a particular missing 

sensation. Hence, in the case of the child trying to fall asleep, they can be said to develop a desire for 

the sound and rocking movement to which they have become accustomed. There are, so to speak, 

active aspects of our sensibility that make reoccurrence more than an automated response. In this 

case, when the noise stops, the need or desire for the missing sound might wake up the child. 

Likewise, in active habituation, such as movement, the anticipation of change becomes less the result 

of active choice and effort and more an inclination to act in a particular way when put in a certain 

situation. For instance, the experienced cyclist navigates heavy traffic through an ‘inclination that no 

longer awaits the commandments of the will but rather anticipates them’ (Ravaisson 2008). This 

inclination within habit enables an initial idea and willed movement to come into being, but this also 

introduces passive elements into the habit bearer by influencing the ideas they can foster and the 

movements they might make in the future.   

 

Habit as inclination 
In passive as well as active habituation, then, an inclination helps distribute and guide our receptivity 

and resistance to further change, forming our individuality in the process. Ravaisson illustrates how 

seemingly identical acts – in his example, variations on the act of drinking alcohol – might combine 

resistance and receptivity in different ways that condition how we as subjects navigate the world. For 

the drunkard, the repetition of his drinking makes him more resistant and less receptive to changes in 

the wine, but for the connoisseur the reoccurring act of drinking intensifies his receptivity to the wine, 
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refining his sense of taste. Habit formation in both the drunkard and the connoisseur is driven by what 

Ravaisson calls a ‘tendency, the inclination whose progress coincides with the degradation of 

sensation and effort’ (2008, 53), which either increases or decreases the intensity of the act or 

sensation.   

  

What is important here is the inclination born from the ‘degradation of sensation and effort’, but this 

still begs the question of what inclination means. As Sinclair (2019) points out, being inclined implies 

a teleological principle – an inclination is an orientation towards something, for instance certain 

sensations and actions. But this is not an inclination born from rational deliberation in Simon’s sense 

of rationality. Instead, the inclination is developed and becomes embodied below the threshold of 

consciousness. However, as Sinclair (2019, 93) makes clear, Ravaisson’s position is not ‘that 

sometimes forms of attention and thought accompany otherwise mechanical aspects of habitual 

action’ but rather that, even what we would refer to ‘mindless movements’, they are ‘always minded 

to a degree according to a continuous scale’ between deliberation and automatic reactions. 

Furthermore, in the process of habituation, aspects of actions and sensations may become ‘less 

minded’ (Sinclair 2019, 93) as the conscious act of ‘minding’ is ‘taken over by “inclination” that is 

continuous rather than opposed to consciousness’ (2019, 93). As a result, Sinclair (2019, 21) further 

suggests that habit as inclination may best be understood as a ‘purposiveness without purpose’, as a 

general direction rather than a specific act. Habit has orientation but not necessarily a rational root 

nor a mechanical consequence.   

 

Moreover, habits are inclinations in the sense that once a habit is developed, it will constitute the 

ontological texture of the habituated agent. Ontological should not be understood, however, in the 

sense of substance that can be found and delimited but as dispositions that come to inhabit the body 
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and mind of the habit bearer. As stated in Sinclair and Carlisle’s (2008, 13) introduction to Ravaisson, 

developing a habit is a ‘transformation of a potentiality – that is to say, the power of moving and 

acting – into a tendency to move or act in a particular way’. Habits are much more than a protection 

against the chaos of life in general; they also make life possible by bringing desires, actions and ideas 

into being. Consequently, in this dynamic conception of habit, the notion that actualizing such an 

inclination does not remove the power to move, act, think, or feel is equally important. The possibility 

of changing – of moving, acting, thinking, and feeling in other ways – remains a resource within our 

present habits. Thus, habit creates a certain inclination about how such a change will take place, but 

as an inclination it is also possible to change. This, as Sinclair (2019) points out, also has important 

consequences for the ontology of habit as inclination, namely that habit is always subject to 

contingency. As habits are inclinations and develop by degrees, ‘no habitual response is ever 

genuinely necessary’; instead, each response is contingent in the sense of ‘a kind of elasticity and 

lack of determination in final causation’(Sinclair 2019, 212). Inclinations are never necessary; habit 

is always plastic and, accordingly, so are the beings that habitual inclination will inhabit. 

 

Implications of habitual inclination for organization studies 
Ravaisson’s conception of habit as inclination can further understanding of habit in organizational 

life in several ways. Hence, we will discuss four particularly important ways that we believe constitute 

important future avenues for the study of habits in organization studies.   

  

Habit and agency   

First, to understand how habit is part of the agency of organizational members, we must recall that 

Ravaisson (2008, 53) insists that habit as an inclination is an ‘unreflected spontaneity’ that is ‘at once 

active and passive’ and operates ‘beyond and beneath’ the sphere of intention, consciousness, and 
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will. As he claims, ‘the law of habit can be explained only by the development of a Spontaneity that 

is at once active and passive, equally opposed to mechanical Fatality and to reflective Freedom’ 

(2008, 55). What this can teach organizational scholars is that habit is not just an involuntary 

automatic response – or instinct as Ravaisson would call it – that makes organizational members 

passive and their action subject to stimuli alone, as behaviourism would have it. Nor is habit just a 

residue of a once intended voluntary activity, as Simon and other members of the Carnegie School 

understand it. Rather, habits are the operation of a pre-reflexive inclination, neither belonging to the 

body or mind, that anticipates changes without the intervention of a rational will or exterior stimulus. 

Habits are self-propelling and can put themselves into action without deliberation or stimuli. As 

Styhre (2017, 22) also points out, this means that for Ravaisson ‘habit represent[s] a structured 

response to stimuli that the actor is exposed to, a form [of] embodied intelligence that enables 

spontaneity’. If a habit is a form of embodied intelligence, it is important to remember that it is not 

so in the sense of mindful, deliberative, or rational but in the sense of an inclination towards action 

and passion. This, Sinclair (2019, 21) argues, means that habit might best be understood as a 

‘purposiveness without purpose’ – an orientation without a clear end. Thus, Ravaisson provides a less 

automated view of habits, suggesting that they are not just routine responses but resources for 

responses that anticipate environmental conditions and allow us to navigate them.  

 

This has various implications for how we understand agency. As Styhre (2017, 22) suggests, 

understanding habit in this sense raises a number of interesting points of focus for studying the micro-

foundations of organizational routines, such as not regarding the ‘agent as the primary anchor point 

for habits’ but rather viewing the agent as constituted in and through habituation. This means that the 

study of routines should take the processes of habits that individuate agency and perform routines as 

its starting point rather than viewing the agents and routines as the primary basis of such habits (Styhre 
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2017). The habitual inclination of agents, however, represents an important lens in more than just the 

study of routines. In his discussion on Ravaisson, human resource management, and the resilience of 

employees, Pedersen (2018) suggests that Ravaisson’s notion of a habit can teach us that change and 

improvisation are deeply rooted in the habitual disposition we possess. ‘To improvise we need habits 

to improvise through’ (Pedersen 2018, 334). Thus, a Ravaissonian notion of habit enables us to 

understand how habitual inclinations predispose agency, raising important questions about how to 

analyse and interact with employee resilience in organizations.  

 

This, in turn, raises interesting questions concerning how habit, feelings, and cognition intertwine in 

the agency of the actor (Cohen 2007), for instance, in studying identity management and how identity 

is developed habitually. To what degree does habit as inclination mediate identity management and 

identity regulation? If identity is constituted by, on the one hand, normative expectations and, on the 

other, what we do and how we perform ourselves (Davies and Thomas 2002; Hoyer 2016; Jensen and 

Muhr, 2020), then habit as inclination as deep embodied distillations of actions, thoughts, and feelings 

that constitute how we engage with the world can help us unfold performativity as repetition with a 

difference, as Butler (1990) famously uttered. Managing, regulating, and changing our habits is thus 

changing how we perform ourselves and what can be(come).  

 

Two interesting questions for future research are thus: What brings about a conservative hold like the 

‘inflexible laws of an iron formula’, as Wilde mentions? and What can help bring about what Wilde 

calls ‘the starting-point of a fresh development’? Furthermore, it would also be interesting to apply 

Ravaisson in analysing how certain gender roles are upheld and how they can be reformed through 

habit. Sullivan (2000, 2006), for instance looks at how habits form how we experience gender and 

race in everyday life. For Sullivan, like for Ravaisson, habits are inclinations that form the manner in 
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which we engage with the world. This means that gender and race are not something external that 

overlays an essential non-raced and non-gendered core of ourselves. Rather, ‘it is one of the ways in 

and through which we arrange (and are arranged as) the selves that we are’ (Sullivan 2000, 28). In an 

organizational setting further research into how everyday habits form gender and race bias is surely 

needed.  

 

Habit as social and material  

As Ravaisson conceptualizes habit as an impersonal force that produces an individuation process, 

habit is not just a dynamic inclination in the sense of an agential orientation of the subject, but also 

in a more material and social sense. That is, Ravaisson does not restrict habit to the psychological 

realm. Not only our sense of self but also the very materiality and sensibility of our bodies are changed 

through the habits we adopt. For instance, when we start cycling to work instead of driving, the very 

object of desire that started this process is cultivated through, how society organizes traffic, a fitness 

regime, and environmental concerns. Thus, a habit not only carves out a certain identity as a cyclist 

but also creates a transformation in what Ravaisson (2008, 53 calls ‘the physical constitution of the 

organs’. When the cyclist starts to cycle, a new ‘habit-body’ (Carlisle 2010, 133) is born. This body 

is formed in the interaction of will power, intentionality, clothes, health regimes, asphalt, and traffic 

flow, as these come together in a ‘dynamic unity of capacities and dispositions to move, to sense, to 

experience and to understand in particular ways’ (Carlisle 2010, 133).  

 

Habits, then, do more than repeat a certain desire or initial idea; in their very repetition they create a 

new form of desire and purpose. The cyclist might have wanted to get fit, but over time this desire 

can evolve into cycling as a desire in itself. This same habit of cycling, however, transforms not only 

the cyclist’s desire but also the cyclist’s body, sculpting a stronger, more agile body and creating new 
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neural pathways in the brain (for a discussion on the changes in brain tissue through habit formation, 

see Duhigg 2012). Thus, habits connect the social and material environment with the individual in 

ways that inform the inclination of the individual’s body, mind, and desires. The cyclist is more than 

just the site of habits, as both the behaviourist and the Carnegie School view would argue. According 

to Ravaisson, these habits constitute the very being of the cyclist they inhabit.  

 

Ravaisson provides a detailed analysis of the double law of habit and how the law creates an 

inclination in its bearer that will form the individual’s doings in ways that are neither reducible to the 

mechanical causations of behaviourism nor to the rational decisions of the Carnegie School. An 

interesting discussion for possible further research would be to examine how Ravaisson’s accounts 

of habit as inclination embedded in the social and material connect to Deweyian organisational 

scholars such as Elkjær and Simpson (2011), Lorino (2018), Pedersen and Dunne (2020b), and 

Simpson and Lorino (2016). In accordance with Dewey (1922, 15) these scholars, understand habit 

as ‘an acquired predisposition to ways of modes of response’ that is developed between the organism 

and the environment wherein the ‘latter has its say as surely as the former’.  

 

As Pedersen and Dunne (2020a, 160) point out, Ravaisson’s account of habit as inclination at times 

suggests that ‘a divine grace ultimately governs the double law of habit’, while ‘Dewey’s analysis of 

habituation prioritizes the mundane relationship between the individual and the environment’, which 

seems more apt for organizational analysis. It is, however, also possible to combine Ravaisson and 

Dewey as they both affirm that habit is either a disposition or inclination that anticipates the future. 

While Ravaisson’s habit as inclination provides a strong account of what might be termed the ‘intra-

workings’ of habit, it is less clear in his writing how habits mediate between individuals and society. 

Pragmatic habit scholarship in organization studies (e.g. Simpson and Lorino 2016, 61) may further 
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our understanding of what might be called the ‘inter-workings’ of habit, explaining habitual ‘agency 

as explicitly social rather than individualistic in its expression’. For this reason, a potential avenue of 

further research on habit as inclination is the theoretical possibility of combining Ravaisson and 

Dewey in understanding dynamic habits in organizations. The question can be posed, for instance, of 

where is it possible to combine Ravaisson’s notion of habit as inclination and Dewey’s notion of habit 

as predispositions to modes of response to further understanding of organizational life. Where do they 

diverge, and what might we learn from this divergence?  

 

Habit as a process of stability and change   

Third, it must be noted that habit as inclination also points to an interesting and complex relationship 

with stability and change.  

 

Insofar as habit as inclination points to ‘being as being inclined’, as Sinclair (2019, 21) puts it, then 

to be is never something stable and necessary but has a more processual and contingent nature. 

Inclination points to plasticity and lack of final determination, which connects Ravaisson’s work to 

discussions on process philosophy (see, e.g. Helin et al. 2014). As discussed earlier, to be able to 

repeat itself, habit must create a change in the very disposition and constitution of the being that 

repeats itself. Habits must be updated constantly by making small differentiations that enable the 

habits to be performed over and over in ways that feel similar but contain slight variations each time. 

Habit, then, is not the return of the same but a malleable inclination towards something. This raises 

interesting questions about the degree to which stability and change, as well as time, are intertwined 

in the everyday habitual life of organizations. For instance, to what degree do habits impact how 

certain processes find a rhythm in their flow? To what degree do habits form, reform, or deform the 

processes with which they travel through and between the individual and the organization?  
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If habit as inclination combines stability and change it could, for instance be fruitful to relate it to 

discussions on organizational change and process theory. Tsoukas and Chia’s (2002, 567) classic text 

on the constant process of becoming in organizational change, for example claims that organisational 

change demands a constant ‘reweaving of actors’ webs of beliefs and habits of action to accommodate 

new experiences obtained through interactions’. If habits are truly inclinations, as Ravaisson suggests, 

then a reweaving of individual webs of habits is always informed and anticipated by the very 

inclinations that constitute the heart of habit. This implies that understanding habit as inclination 

would mean moving beyond the dualism between stability and change and understanding habit as 

way of organizing change as it occurs (for inspiration, see Carlisle 2014). 

  

The (im)possibility of studying habitual inclinations  

Finally, habit as inclination also has some clear methodological implications. How do we study habit 

as inclination in organizational settings? Noble (2013, 173) points out that while the habit literature 

in psychology and health studies (which both have a behaviourist foundation) has a long track record, 

it often lacks ‘the conceptual sophistication that marks the debates in the humanities and social 

sciences’. This raises the question of how to study habits as a more nuanced, dynamic notion than as 

simple, mindless repetition. What does one look for when endeavouring to grasp habits as an 

inclination that conditions subjectivity and interactions with the organizational world? How do we 

look for and capture the regularity of habit as inclination? And when do ‘we know that any observed 

or reported behaviour’ (Noble 2013, 174) is a habit? Are longitudinal case studies the proper means 

to collect data? Are there interview and observation techniques available that can catch the movement 

of a dynamic habit? Is the proper path to work with diaries that research subjects write themselves? 

And can diaries solely capture simple, physical habits, such as the attempt to achieve a daily writing 
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routine or to take the stairs instead of the elevator? Or is in-depth ethnographic work in the form of 

daily observations the only true path to understanding the workings of habit? These are but some of 

the questions that emerge as we consider the pathways that emerge from studying habits as inclination 

in organizational life.  

   

Conclusion 
We opened with a quotation by Wilde. Through his saga of mental and bodily habit formation in the 

iron formula of prison, Wilde learned that habit is a force that manifests itself with an iron grip in 

individuals, potentially reducing their actions to mere automatic behaviour. He also learned, however, 

that habit as an inclination is a form of grace that endows us with the ability to direct and condition 

further change. This can generate a new beginning in the sense that habit helps form attachments in 

a world subject to change, thus providing a bedrock from which to fashion new experiences, actions, 

and thoughts.  

 

We pointed out that explorations of habit in organization studies predominantly define habit as 

automatic behaviour and suggested that Ravaisson’s notion of habit as inclination adds nuance by 

highlighting that habit is never fully automated by embodied purposiveness without purpose. As a 

result, we call for studies of organizational life that look less at habit as a mindless reoccurrence of 

the same, and more as a dynamic enabler of being in the world. Habit, then, may be more fruitfully 

conceptualized and studied as an enabler that creates enduring and reoccurring change and 

differentiation in both employee and managers’ inclinations. More specifically, we suggest that 

Ravaisson’s notion of habit as inclination can serve to inform discussions on how agency is 

constituted, how habits are socially and materially related to this constitution, how habits are 

ontological processes and, finally, how to study habitation in organizational life. 
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